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Abstract

“Anti-poverty” programs come in many varieties, ranging from multi-faceted, complex programs to more simple cash transfers. Articulating and understanding the root problem motivating government and nongovernmental organization intervention is critical for choosing amongst many anti-poverty policies, or combinations thereof. Policies should differ depending on whether the underlying problem is about uninsured shocks, liquidity constraints, information failures, or some combination of all of the above. Experimental designs and thoughtful data collection can help diagnose the root problems better, thus providing better predictions for what anti-poverty programs to employ in specific conditions and contexts. However, the more complex theories are likewise more challenging to test, requiring larger samples, and often more nuanced experimental designs, as well as detailed data on many aspects of household and community behavior and outcomes. We provide guidance on these design and testing issues for social protection programs, from how to target programs, to who should implement the program, to whether and what conditions to require for program participation. In short, careful experimentation designed testing can help provide a stronger conceptual understanding of why programs do or not work, thereby allowing one to ultimately make stronger policy prescriptions that further the goal of poverty reduction.
I. Introduction

In low-income countries, more than one billion individuals are enrolled in at least one safety net program (Gentilini et al. 2014). These programs come in a variety of forms and sizes. Some aim to simply supplement consumption in hard times. Other newer, more nuanced, social protection programs aim to address the underlying market failures that may have contributed to a household’s persistent state of poverty in the first place, driven by a belief that directly addressing these failures may help families break out of a poverty trap. The ultimate choice of program—or combination therein—that countries choose to implement will depend greatly on their social goals, institutional capabilities and resources. However, even within each broad category of program, the specific design choices made and methods of implementation may affect whether these programs actually achieve their stated goals.

In order to start thinking about how to design—and then test the impacts of—safety net programs, we begin by classifying them into four main categories based on the underlying motivation for intervening. The first and simplest category is comprised of programs designed for redistributive purposes, e.g., recognizing that the marginal utility of consumption is higher for the poor than for the rich, and thus transfers are socially optimal from a utilitarian perspective (assuming naturally that the taxation process does not create considerable deadweight losses). While these programs can differ in actual design, they share the common feature of first identifying the neediest families along a particular metric and then providing them with cash transfers. Of course, these programs could still have long-run growth impacts, e.g. if they are large enough to provide sufficient capital to start new agricultural, migratory, or business activities (e.g., A. Banerjee and Newman 1993; McKenzie and Woodruff 2006) or if they persuade risk-averse households to invest in riskier, but more profitable endeavors (Chetty and Looney 2006) and so forth. But, the

---

1 Throughout this chapter we refer to “social protection” and “safety net” programs as one and the same.
2 Notable examples that have found changes increases in investment as a result of cash transfer programs include Covarrubias, et al (2012) who find that Malawi’s Social Cash Transfer led to an increase in agricultural investments; and Gertler, et al (2012) who find that Mexico’s CCT (Progresa) led to higher levels of agricultural income, as households partially invested a portion of the cash in productive assets.
primary goal of these types of programs is simply to limit poverty and hunger by ensuring that households attain a minimum living standard.

Second, a missing insurance market may motivate a social protection program. The poor face many risks, such as unexpected health costs, agricultural damage or job losses. Without fully functioning financial markets, households may be unable to borrow to smooth consumption. Informal credit and insurance markets provide another avenue to do so, but they often underperform and have become even less effective as countries grow and urbanization breaks down traditional social networks (Coady 2004). Furthermore, even if households smooth consumption in the face of income shocks, they may be doing so in the short run by making long-term sacrifices, such as pulling children out of school. The insurance market may exist but needs a subsidy to increase quantity demanded, or it may not exist at all and the safety net program directly provides protection in bad times. Social protection from natural disasters is an extreme example of the insurance motivation; however, economic theory and empirical work has had less to say about the structure of such policies. Lastly, unemployment and health insurance programs also fit into this often-(at least partially) missing insurance market category.

Third, there may be behavioral or household bargaining constraints that influence the choices of low income households, and perpetuate poverty. For example, difficulty resisting immediate temptations can lead to undersaving and thus underinvestment in lumpy goods. Intra-household bargaining issues can lead to suboptimal outcomes for the underpowered, typically women and thus children. Many transfer programs aim to account for these behavioral factors, by providing in-kind transfers (such as food) rather than cash to prevent temptation or by providing transfers to women rather than men to increase female bargaining power in the household. Importantly, many programs—conditional cash or in-kind programs—even directly condition assistance to poor families on behaviors that society would like to address, e.g. children attending school and receiving vaccinations or other preventive health measures. Finally, “workfare” programs also share this aim, by providing transfers conditional on labor force training and/or participation.

Fourth, and finally, there may be market failures preventing asset accumulation. We focus on two domains where asset accumulation could be important for social protection.
First, short and medium run productive asset building could increase household income, thus allowing individuals to no longer need consumption transfers from government. Rather than cash transfers, productive asset transfers as well as training, coaching and informational programs may be critical to motivate and improve investment choices to make such a goal attainable. Second, long term financial asset-building may be difficult if savings markets are missing, or if behavioral and household constraints discussed above bind. The current savings market infrastructure does not facilitate pension savings for individuals, and building such markets could be critical for improving consumption for the elderly in developing countries, just as in developed countries.

Naturally many programs can and often do target multiple issues at once, for two reasons. First, individuals may face multiple market failures, thus motivating a more complex program. For example, recently multi-faceted programs have arisen that explicitly aim to “graduate” house holds out of extreme poverty by providing households with a variety of inputs, including working capital, assets, and jobs training. These programs aim to increase household earnings capacity by concurrently relieving a number of different barriers to economic growth. Second, low income households even within a particular setting may face different market failures and thus the optimal policy may not be the same for all. This difference across households may motivate targeting different aspects of a program to different people, or designing programs that manage to address different issues for different people.

In short, a wide range of tools are available to policy-makers in the goal of poverty alleviation. This variety naturally causes us to question: what are the right programs, who should they be targeted to, and how do we know that they are working? Randomized evaluations can answer this question by providing clear answers to whether or not a program “works.” However, importantly, a randomized evaluation can go even further, providing insights into why it works, i.e. the underlying mechanisms that drive the observed treatment effects. By doing so, the evaluation can offer greater insight into whether a similar program would work elsewhere or how the program should change as circumstances change even within the same context. In order to generate these insights, a well-designed evaluation must pay careful attention to the theory behind the different
forms of social protection programs, consider multiple treatment variations to isolate theoretical channels, and be creative in data collection.

We will first discuss issues to consider in testing programs that fall under each of the four categories we lay about above, weaving in examples and knowledge from the current state of the literature. We then address issues pertaining to implementation, as success not only relies on whether the proposed program theoretically can achieve the social goal it was designed to address, but also relies on how it is implemented in practice. Finally, we offer advice on further research needed in this space, including a better understanding of both the general equilibrium and long-run impacts of these programs.

II. Redistributive Programs
Motivations for redistribution, absent specific market failures, inevitably come from social preferences for lower levels of inequality or from philosophical tenets such as utilitarianism. In the simplest utilitarian form, elegantly put forward by Peter Singer (1997), redistribution is motivated by an awareness of the stark tradeoffs between more of one’s own consumption (for the wealthy) versus more consumption for the poor. Philosophical motivations abound, naturally: for example, John Rawls’ *A Theory of Justice* (1971) argues for a veil of ignorance in which one makes moral and policy judgements without knowledge of one’s own position in society. This hypothetical construct leads to arguments for redistribution to the worst-off members of society.

With even minimal weighting on other people’s utility in one’s own utility, some redistribution typically becomes the individually optimal policy for all. This naturally motivates why an individual may redistribute their wealth to others (i.e. through charitable actions), but not necessarily why a government, through taxation, may effectively mandate such redistribution. However, there are many reasons why a government may mandate such redistribution, rather than leave it to the voluntary actions of individuals. First,
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3 Summarizing the broad and sizable literature on poverty alleviation programs poses a unique set of challenges. We have tried to focus on key ideas and use the literature to help provide examples when possible, as well as to give insight into where open questions persist. We have tried to cover the important papers in the literature, but cannot cover all of them while keeping this chapter a reasonable length. We apologize in advance to those whose papers that we do not cover in detail.
transaction costs may be high for individuals to target the poorest effectively. Second, it may be costly for wealthy individuals to transfer wealth to the poorest. Third, high levels of inequality can cause social strife, or even violent uprising, and collective action problems make it difficult for a purely voluntary system to generate sufficient redistribution to achieve the social optimal. Fourth, behavioral theories could explain why individuals under-redistribute if left to their own device, but do have a stated preference for more redistribution. This is akin to models of quasi-hyperbolic preferences or the dual-self (Fudenberg and Levine 2006) applied to redistribution: if one is maximizing the welfare of the more deliberative and sharing self (as opposed to the impulsive and selfish self), then one may want a commitment device to help stay in line with their more deliberative preferences. A government program for redistribution thus becomes such a device. Fifth, individuals may be misinformed about the current level of inequality and poverty, and their relative wealth, whereas policymakers may be more informed. In the United States, for example, recent work shows that most people vastly underestimate the level of inequality in the United States, and state a preference for more equality, even though they are simultaneously opposed to more taxes. This finding demonstrates a clear information gap (Norton and Ariely 2011; Kuziemko et al. 2015).

In short, there are a number of rationales for governments to engage in redistributive activities. A key empirical question is how to best design these programs and test if they accomplish their goals. In doing so, the first aspect to consider is how to identify the poor to direct resources towards them (“targeting”). In Section A, we first discuss the potential strengths and weaknesses of common targeting methodologies, as well as describe the key factors that one must consider when planning randomized control trials (RCTs) on targeting methodologies. In Section B, we then discuss how to redistribute: for example, how big should the transfers be? How long should the transfers last? In the process of this discussion, we recount what we know and do not know from the current experimental literature. We also provide a guide for the design of RCTs to evaluate the types of social protection programs outlined above.

A. How to Target the Poor?
In high-income countries, targeting is often achieved by means testing: households bring a proof of income or unemployment to a benefits office, or they receive transfers through tax systems, such as through the United States Earned Income Tax Credit. However, in low-income countries, a lack of formal labor markets with a paper trail of income and employment status, coupled with underdeveloped tax systems, results in limited data to verify income.

In order to fill this data gap, low-income country’s governments can conduct income or consumption censuses. However, such censuses also present their own set of challenges, as anyone who has ever tried to conduct a survey module to elicit these kinds of data can attest: the modules take an inordinate amount of time and require certain skills, since one needs to map out all the different components of income (e.g. farming your own land one day, casual labor the next) or consumption (e.g. items purchased, the crops that one grows). Plus, without a formal mechanism with which to cross-check data, there is often nothing stopping surveyed populations from lying if they know that a cash prize is attached to their answers.

As such, low-income countries tend to develop alternative methods with which to identify the poor. The method chosen will depend on the priorities of the government: for example, is the aim to target based on a particular poverty line? Is it preferable to target the poor based on income, consumption, or some other metric of poverty? How spatially dispersed are the poor? It will also depend on the institutions in place and context: how good is the implementing agency’s ability to conduct surveys? How responsive are local leaders to citizens? We first outline key categories of targeting methodologies and then discuss how experimental methods can help distinguish between varying features of these methods.

Finally, note that we focus on targeting poor households in this section, given that the goal of redistributive programs is to provide impoverished households with a basic standard of living. Transfer programs that hope to enact longer run changes may target

---

4 Note that in addition to targeting poverty status, some programs also target particular demographic characteristics, such as whether a woman is pregnant or has children. As targeting on these characteristics tends to be easier—due to their verifiability—we will not discuss them in detail here for conciseness.
differently, depending again on their goals. For example, Barrera-Osorio and Filmer (2013) compare the effectiveness of scholarships when they are targeted to the poor versus when they are merit-based: while both increase school enrollment, only merit scholarships increase test scores. Thus, the method that you would choose would depend upon whether you would like to redistribute scholarships to the poor, or to redistribute scholarships to those who will have the highest marginal return from them given a metric of test scores. We will revisit the idea of differences in targeting methods and goals below, when we discuss programs that aim to change long-run outcomes.

1. Targeting Methods
While there are many variations in practice, there are four primary categories that encompass most targeting methodologies:

- **Geographic**: If the poor are concentrated in particular villages, districts, or regions, giving everyone within those areas access to social protection may be an effective method to transfer resources to the poor (see, for example, Baker and Grosh 1994; Elbers et al. 2007). Moreover, this form of targeting may be particularly attractive when the institutional capacity needed to collect individual information is low, as only aggregate information is needed, e.g. poverty mappings, rainfall data, etc. Note, however, that this method may also be politically sensitive as it disburses benefits to some areas, but not others.

- **Proxy-means testing (PMT)**: In this method, the government collects demographic and asset data from households and uses these data to predict or “proxy” income or consumption. Sometimes this method involves a quick-and-dirty poverty score card with just a few questions. Other times, a longer, more detailed asset and demographic survey is conducted. However, in either case, the key is to choose
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5 This is typically done with a nationally representative dataset that includes the variable on which to target (e.g. income), as well as numerous demographic and asset variables. Next, income is regressed on different household characteristics, looping through different combinations and permutations of the variables, until the set of characteristics that best predicts income is identified you find (often regional fixed effects or regional variables are also included for better precision). After conducting a census to obtain the chosen household characteristics, it is then possible to compute predicted income for each household using the formula. Households below a chosen cutoff of predicted income would thus be eligible for the program.
variables that are simple to collect, relatively easy to verify (e.g., whether the household has a dirt or concrete floor, or if they have telephone line), and that are less likely to be distortionary (e.g., school enrollment may predict poverty, but we may not want to incentivize households to keep their kids out of school). Households that pass the proxy means test—i.e., are below a certain poverty line—are then automatically enrolled. The effectiveness of the PMT will depend upon different factors: the formula’s predictive power, the quality of survey team, etc.

- **Self-targeting**: Self-targeted programs are those in which everyone is allowed to apply, but in which some sort of “barrier” is put into place in order to reduce the probability that rich households try to access the program. Theoretically, there are different barriers that can generate this form of selection (Nichols and Zeckhauser 1982), ranging from time costs to apply, means testing on arrival (Alatas et al. 2015), and work requirements (Besley and Coate 1992; Ravallion 1991). When done right, this can effectively screen out the rich (see, for example Alatas et al. 2015; Christian 2014). Given that households may fall into and out of poverty, these programs also have the potential advantage of flexibility, allowing households to access the programs when they have a bad shock. However, these programs also run a substantial risk: it may be hard for governments to initially predict, in advance, how many people will actually enroll or participate, providing additional challenges to budgeting and implementation.

- **Community based methods**: In this method, community members choose who in their locality are needy. Theoretically, this method could not only bring in better local information on who is poor, but it could also incorporate the community’s perceptions as to what determines poverty in their location (Seabright 1996).

---

6 For certain types of in-kind goods—subsidized health products, insurance products—the price charged may also be used to select a particularly type of person who may value the particular product (see for example, Cohen and Dupas, 2010; Beaman, et al, 2014). We discuss this in more detail in Section IV, when we discuss programs that are geared at changing longer-run income or behavior.
potential benefit is that this may make the program more politically popular, as people may feel that the list is more in-line with their vision of who is needy or deserving. A key worry is that by allowing for local discretion in choosing program recipients, elites may possibly capture the process (Bardhan and Mookherjee 2000). Moreover, another potential downside is that while this method elicits better data on relative poverty within an area, it does not provide information across villages. For example, Alatas et al. (2012) show that the difference between the PMT’s and community’s ability to target based on consumption nearly doubles when the PMT is allowed to use its cross-village information.

Ultimately, the method and design will depend on a number of factors: the goals, context, institutional capacity, targeting budget, etc. For example, Alatas et al. (2012) shows that the choice of community methods versus PMT can depend on whether one wants to specifically target a hard measure of poverty (e.g. income) or a soft one (e.g. perceptions). Similarly, choosing the right design of the PMT—e.g. the number of questions that goes into the formula—will also depend on the institutional capacity to administer the PMT. Moreover, Beath et al. (2013) shows that whether aid allocations reach the neediest or not can depend on the type of community institutions that participate in targeting.

In practice, while there are distinct categories of methods, governments often mix and match the methods depending on circumstance. For example, they often try to save money by conducting a PMT on a selected sample of people who are likely poor, rather than conducting a full PMT census. For example, in its earlier form, Mexico’s Progresa program conducted a PMT to determine eligibility only in the areas that were chosen as likely poor based on geographic targeting (Schultz 2004). Similarly, Indonesia’s Data Collection on Social Protection Programme (PPLS) uses community-based methods to help determine the list of households that will receive the PMT survey (Alatas et al. 2012). Kenya’s Cash Transfer for Orphans and Vulnerable Children actually uses three methods: first, geographic targeting is used to determine locations, then community targeting is used in the selected areas to determine a list of households, and finally, those households are given a PMT to determine actual eligibility (The Kenya CT-OVC Evaluation Team 2012).
2. Experimentally Testing Between Targeting Methods

Are experimental methods important for testing across targeting approaches? Not necessarily. For example, one simple research design would just be to try out two different methodologies in the same areas and then compare the income levels of those selected under both methods.

While this research strategy may prove attractive in some ways, it may miss out on the nuances of targeting that may ultimately be quite important in understanding the relative effectiveness of the differing methods. First, many of these targeting methods require considerable effort on the part of citizens and the program staff. Simulating conditions to be as real as possible, with at least a small amount of cash on the line for the households that are to be selected, is important to understand how the methods would actually work in practice. In terms of citizens, people might behave differently during the process if they do not believe that the targeting list will actually be used to distribute resources. For example, they may not exert any effort in discussing and ranking households in community targeting, or individuals under self-targeting may just not bother to show up even though they would if there were real cash involved. Moreover, people may give more truthful answers in the PMT, or not claim a greater poverty status than their reality at a community meeting, if they believe that their answers do not have any consequence. In terms of staff, the results may noticeably differ if you test out methods without stakes with a highly trained set of staff than if trying out the methods with the typical type of staff that would be hired and trained (Alatas et al. 2012).

Second, the choice of targeting method may affect both the program and household outcomes. For example, the targeting method chosen may help determine the ultimate

---

7 One obvious exception to this is geographic targeting, which does not rely on field operations, such as household and community leader interactions. If a different method was conducted for the actual program, then simulating geographic targeting over the same areas based on administrative data can provide an accurate comparison of the type of person selected under both methods. However, by not conducting geographic targeting in practice, it will not be feasible to test program outcomes other than just who is selected (e.g. political acceptability, leakages) that result from using different targeting methods.

8 You could, for example, try out two methods in the same area and offer a transfer to everyone who is selected by either of the different methods, but then staff or villages may coordinate so that different people are on each list. And, it runs the risk of confusing people, so that they do not take the exercise very seriously.
satisfaction of the program, which in turn may affect program acceptance and the government’s ability to implement the program. Targeted programs can be controversial, with some households receiving a transfer, while their neighbors do not. If citizens believe that a certain method is unfair and that it would produce a flawed list, they may be less likely to support the overall social protection program and potentially block the distribution of benefits. Moreover, if people believe that the wrong individuals were chosen due to the fact that a certain method was used, it may possibly lead to distortions in how informal insurance or lending operates within a community.

Finally, who is chosen may be different than who actually receives the transfer (Alatas et al. 2013) and this may also vary by the targeting method that was employed. For example, suppose that the PMT better selected the poor than a community method. But, that the PMT had less legitimacy than the community method, so that village leaders did not adhere to the PMT in practice when distributing the transfers, but they did adhere to the community list. In this case, simply simulating both methods in the same area to elicit a beneficiary list would possibly wrongly suggest that one should select the PMT since you would only be able to study who was chosen, but not be able to measure who ultimately would get the benefits.

In short, for all of these reasons, we would want to randomize the targeting methods to different areas to see how the method affects who is chosen and who ultimately receives the transfers. The optimal design for a field experiment in the domain of targeting will depend on a number of factors, including which method is being studied, but also what the particular context looks like. However, there are a number of key questions to keep in mind regardless of the given design.

The first question is whether or not it is necessary to have a control group, in the traditional sense. RCTs generally compare the outcomes from a treatment group that receives an intervention with those of a control group that does not. In this case, since the

______________________

9 For example, Alatas et al. (2012) show that community targeting led to much higher levels of satisfaction than the PMT, with village leaders feeling less comfortable making the transfers under the guise of public scrutiny when the PMT had been used. They provide suggestive evidence that this difference is due to the perceptions of the methods, and not the ultimate lists that the different methods produced.
outcome of interest is who is selected under different targeting methods within the same program, it may be viable to simply have multiple treatment groups where each is randomly assigned a different targeting method, but everyone receives the program.

Second, at what level should the randomization take place? Randomizing at the individual level offers the most statistical power, but in this case, the targeting treatments often involve some sort of group participation (e.g. community, self-targeting) or group data (e.g. geographic). Moreover, even with a PMT, where it is possible to vary how the survey is conducted across individuals, a question of interest might also be whether the program administrators change how they respond to the targeting list in their area based on which method generated the list. Thus, in most cases, it is appropriate to randomize across a sensible geographic unit; as such, power calculations to determine sample size should account for the group structure of the data.

Third, is a baseline survey needed? With most experiments, the answer is not necessarily: the analysis will consist of comparing outcomes of those in the treatment and the control group. A baseline might help for power if the outcome measures within a person are highly correlated across time and it may allow you to test for the heterogeneous treatment effects by various baseline characteristics (Duflo et al. 2006). But, it is not necessary per se in a typical randomized experiment. In this case, a baseline is essential: a key outcome of any targeting experiment will be the baseline income or consumption levels—prior to the targeting—of those who are actually chosen.

Fourth, what kinds of data should be collected? The exact variables would, of course, depend on what methods are being tested and what outcomes are expected. But, typically, in the baseline, it is essential that data be collected on the variables being targeted on (e.g. income, consumption, etc.), so that inclusion and exclusion errors can be computed. To measure distortions in who is chosen along certain dimensions, it may be worthwhile to collect baseline data on political affiliations and relations to political leaders. In the endline surveys, valuable data to collect could include who actually received the program, satisfaction levels, and metrics on general program functioning.

---

10 Alatas et al. (2012) also ask villagers to rank one another to gain the “average” person’s belief about another household’s poverty status in a village, as well as ask household to assess their own poverty status.
Finally, will the experiment just aim to measure the reduced form effect or will it also attempt to understand why it is working (or not)? If the only relevant question is comparing method one versus method two (i.e. the reduced form difference of the two programs), only two treatment arms are needed. But, we know that the effectiveness of a method may vary based on its own design, and therefore, it may be worthwhile to learn more about a method’s effectiveness if certain details of the implementation are varied. Here, theory can help guide the appropriate sub-randomizations: For example, Alatas et al. (2015) experimentally compare the outcomes of a PMT with a self-targeting mechanism within Indonesia’s conditional cash transfer program. Importantly, they experimentally vary the distance of the application site under self-targeting in order to generate exogenous variation in the cost of the application “barrier.” They then use this variation to estimate a model of the decision to apply for the program and simulate self-targeting outcomes under different levels and types of application costs.

B. Evaluating the Impacts of Redistributive Programs

Once the poor have been identified, the next task at hand is to think about whether the redistributive programs are achieving their goals in practice. The simplest redistributive programs are those that entitle the identified poor to some form of cash stipend in order to provide a certain standard of living and are unconditional on any behaviors (an unconditional cash transfer, or UCT). The Chinese Di-Bao Program is the largest UCT in the developing world, reaching 78 million households (see Chen et al. (2006) for a description of the program). Other prominent examples include South Africa’s Child Support Grant, India’s National Old Age Pension Scheme, and Kenya’s Hunger Safety Net Program.

Evaluating these programs usually follows a typical design. First, poor households are targeted in the sample area. Then, potential beneficiaries are randomly assigned to the treatment group ("receives transfers") and the control group ("does not receive transfers") to assess the program impacts. Examples of unconditional cash programs that have been evaluated in this fashion include the Zambia Child grant program (Jessee et al. 2013), the Kenya Hunger Safety Net program (Merttens et al. 2013), Kenya’s Cash Transfer for
Orphans and Vulnerable Children (see for example, The Kenya CT-OVC Evaluation Team (2012) and Covarrubias et al. (2012), on the Malawi Social Cash Transfer Scheme).\textsuperscript{11}

Even though the overall evaluation strategy is relatively straightforward, there are still a number of decisions to be made—concerning the level of randomization, the type of data collected, the timing of data collection, etc.—that are important in assessing impacts.

\textit{The level and form of randomization:} transfers are generally provided to an individual or household, and so it is tempting to randomize at the individual-level to maximize statistical power. For example, Schady et al. (2008) do exactly this. However, Angelucci and de Giorgi (2009), among others, show that there may be spillovers of transfers from eligible to ineligible households within a village.\textsuperscript{12} This implies that the randomization likely needs to be done at a higher level, at the village-level or sub-district level depending upon what types of spillovers one might expect.\textsuperscript{13}

If randomization is at a group level, it is vital to have enough “units” to randomize over or it will be challenging to measure impacts. For example, the Kenya’s Cash Transfer for Orphans and Vulnerable Children (The Kenya CT-OVC Evaluation Team 2012) had only 28 units of randomization, which might account for their difficulty in detecting any program impacts; the Malawi Social Cash Transfer Scheme had only 8 clusters and did not fully account for the grouped nature of the data in the analysis (Covarrubias et al. 2012).\textsuperscript{14}

Thus, one should determine in advance what the desired size of treatment effects is (i.e.}

\textsuperscript{11} There were two RCTs conducted on \textit{Bono de Desarrollo Humano} – one on child health (Paxson and Schady 2010; Fernald and Hidrobo 2011) and one on education (Schady et al. 2008; Edmonds and Schady 2012). The program was initially supposed to be conducted as a conditional cash transfer program and some announcements were made to this effect (Paxson and Schady 2010) had multiple treatment arms to test between pure cash and cash with conditions, but the conditions were never enforced. Given that just the framing of the program as a CCT could still have impacts, we do not include this in our discussion of UCTs, but instead discuss it below.

\textsuperscript{12} As we discuss below, Angelucci and de Giorgi (2009) evaluate a conditional cash transfer program, but the basic ideas on spillovers hold for unconditional cash transfers as well.

\textsuperscript{13} As we discuss below, one might even want to design the study to capture different types of spillovers and general equilibrium effects.

\textsuperscript{14} In the analysis of these cases, it would be necessary to adjust standard errors to account for both the grouped nature of the randomization and the small number of groups in keeping with the procedure outlined by Cameron and Miller (2010).
large enough for the program to be cost-effective, etc.) and use this to assess the statistical power of the proposed design.

Importantly, it is also key to identify the beneficiaries in the control group, not just the treatment group. Suppose a randomization determined which villages obtained a UCT and which were in the control group. In the UCT villages, targeting would have first been conducted to choose the beneficiaries within the village. However, unless a similar targeting strategy was also conducted in advance for the control group, it would be difficult know who were the hypothetical beneficiaries in the control group (see, for example, Covarrubias et al. (2012)). In this case, it would be possible to estimate the impact on the entire village as a whole, but not easy to estimate the impact on just the beneficiaries.\footnote{Of course, this is not a problem within the village if the program is geographically targeted and everyone in all sample villages is eligible. However, this may also generate spillovers over larger geographic regions that one may want to be aware of, e.g. if everyone in a district of province receives additional income, would this increase demand for food, raising food process?}

Thus, it is essential, when possible, to use the same targeting methods in the treatment and control group, even if the control group is not receiving the program at the time of the study.

Data Collection: What data should be collected and when? If the goal is simply redistributive, we may simply care whether poor households were actually identified and whether or not they were receiving their entitlements. In many developing countries, due to weaker institutional structures, corruption, or imperfect information on their entitlements, households do not receive the full transfer. So, an important set of survey questions should be focused on whether households actually received the transfer, whether they received the full transfer, whether the village elites held them up for a portion of their transfer, and so forth. Next, one may want to administer a household income or consumption model to measure household’s income status.

If we simply care about redistribution, we would not necessarily care about how households spend the transfers—we would just care about whether they receive the money. Thus, if motivated by such a philosophy, one may argue to only measure the

\footnote{Of course, this is not a problem within the village if the program is geographically targeted and everyone in all sample villages is eligible. However, this may also generate spillovers over larger geographic regions that one may want to be aware of, e.g. if everyone in a district of province receives additional income, would this increase demand for food, raising food process?}
transfers, and not bother examining what happens with the money transferred. But, for many reasons researchers do collect more data. For example, one political rationale of many redistributive programs is to provide a basic standard of living for children, so one may want to collect measures on child health, nutrition, and education. There are a number of issues to consider in doing this type of larger data collection, but we will revisit it below when we discuss broader issues surrounding behavioral change for program beneficiaries.

Next, a key question is whether or not a baseline survey is needed. In assessing the impact of a transfer program, a baseline survey is not necessarily needed, since treatment was assigned randomly, meaning that a post-intervention of the two groups is an unbiased estimate of the true impact. However, there are two key exceptions to this. First, if we want to assess whether the poor were indeed targeted and whether the poorest of the poor were able to receive their entitlements, then we would need baseline consumption or income data. Second, if particularly vulnerable sub-groups are of importance (e.g. the very poor, families with children who are less likely to attend school, etc.), one may want to collect data on these groups—if administrative data of this sort is unavailable—to be able to stratify the randomization.

Finally, when do you conduct the follow-up surveys? Again, it depends a bit on the research aims. A follow-up survey should generally be conducted within the duration of the program to understand whether households are receiving the transfer. However, as we discuss below, if the longer-run impacts of transfer programs are of interest, one may also want to do additional surveys sometime after a household is no longer enrolled in the program.

III. Missing Insurance Markets
The poor face many risks, such as unexpected health costs, agricultural damage or job losses. Without fully functioning financial markets, households may be unable to borrow to smooth consumption. Furthermore, even if households do smooth consumption in the face of shocks, they may be doing so in the short run by making longer-term sacrifices, such as pulling children out of school or not investing in health. At the extreme, natural disasters—
e.g. earthquakes, flooding, famine—may cause group shocks that further limit the functioning ability of informal insurance mechanisms within a region.

Thus, an important role of social protection may be to help alleviate the impact of such shocks by providing social insurance of various forms. Two prominent forms of insurance are agricultural insurance and health insurance, but we will not cover them here since they are discussed elsewhere in this Handbook. Rather we will briefly discuss two other forms of insurance: disaster relief and unemployment insurance.

Disaster relief is an important form of social insurance. While some quasi-experimental work has been done to study both the consequences of a disaster, and the distribution of aid, to our knowledge, there has been less experimental evidence in evaluating social protection in humanitarian settings. Notable exceptions include de Mel, McKenzie, and Woodruff (2008), who studied the effect of cash transfers to microenterprises in post-tsunami Sri Lanka, as well as Aker (2014) and Hidrobo et al. (2014) that examined cash versus other types of transfer programs in informal refugee camps in the Democratic Republic of Congo and Northern Ecuador, respectively. Part of the reason for the lack of experimental evidence comes from ethical concerns, with a need to provide immediate assistance trumping research and evaluation. Related is a logistical challenge: the chaos and highly-transient nature of refugee camps can make randomization particularly challenging to implement. However, given the about 60 million refugees and internally displaced people worldwide (UNHCR 2014), understanding how safety net programs can be better tailored to provide assistance in humanitarian settings has been an increasingly urgent need, particularly as many refugee camps persist for long after the immediacy of the disaster.

A second important form of insurance is unemployment insurance (UI), the provision of temporary assistance to those out of work. This form of social protection has been traditionally missing from poor countries, as the data-poor environments preclude easy identification of those who are working in full-time positions in order to then determine who is temporarily out of work. But, it is becoming more common in relatively more developed, low-income countries with formal labor markets (e.g. Brazil, Egypt). While there have been numerous experiments that have tried to understand aspects of UI
in developed countries, to our knowledge, there is little experimental evidence on UI in lower to middle income settings. One notable exception is Mickelwright and Nagy (2010), which randomized unemployment beneficiaries, in Hungary to varying levels of monitoring (i.e. visiting the employment office every three months with no job search questions versus visiting every three weeks to answer questions on job search behavior). However, as UI spreads and becomes a more important component of social protection in developing countries, empirical evidence will be needed to understand its impacts on labor markets and household outcomes. Empirical evidence will also be needed to understand how to better design these programs—addressing how to best verify employment status, how to best distribute benefits, and how to ensure that the programs provide incentives to find work.

IV. Behavioral Constraints

It is often argued that behavioral or household bargaining constraints influence the choices of low-income households, thereby perpetuating poverty. Regardless of whether or not these behavioral constraints are present, safety net programs are often designed to correct these types of constraints and encourage socially optimal behavior.

There are two key forms that behaviorally-focused social protection programs usually take. The first is providing in-kind transfers rather than cash, under assumptions such as people will be too tempted to spend money on “bad” goods (such as tobacco and alcohol) or that household bargaining constraints would imply that cash transfers would cause socially undesirable outcomes, such as an underinvestment in children or an exit from the labor market.

The second is to directly condition the receipt of transfers to households on a household’s compliance with certain long-term investments, such as the children attending school or visiting health clinics. These conditional cash transfer programs, or CCTs, have

---

16 For example, Meyer (1995) summarizes a number of early experiments on UI in the United States, focusing on four cash bonus experiments and six job search experiments. More recent examples include van den Berg and van der Klaauw (2006), who explored the effect of additional monitoring and counseling on UI recipients in the Netherlands; Grenier and Pattanayak (2011), who measured the impact of legal assistance on UI in the United States.
become increasingly common in Latin America and have begun to spread to other parts of the world, existing in more than 52 developing countries as of 2013 (Fiszbein and Schady 2009; Saavedra and Garcia 2012; Gentilini et al. 2014). And, finally, note that some programs do a combination of both in-kind and conditions, with 130 countries doing some sort of conditional, in-kind program.

Careful experimentation that helps test the underlying rationale for these programs can help determine if behavioral constraints exist, and if so, what form they take. Thus, they can provide insights into whether these kind of constraints on behavior actually improve welfare or simply make redistributive programs more expensive.

A. Providing In-kind Transfers to Constrain Spending Choices

1. The Rationale for In-Kind Programs

Unconditional, in-kind redistributive programs typically provide free or highly subsidized goods, to program recipients. They can entail a direct provision of the goods, such as a food or fuel transfer program; the subsidy of a product distributed through local governments, NGOs, or designated shops; or a system of vouchers that are constrained to particular types of goods, such as a food stamp program.17 Gentilini et al. (2014) notes that 89 low-income countries have unconditional in-kind transfer programs, with examples including Indonesia’s Rice Subsidy Program (“Raskin”) and the Public Distribution Systems in both Bangladesh and India.

There’s much debate about whether transfers should be in-kind. If you ask a typical economist, most will favor cash programs, under the idea that households will maximize utility if they have choice over what they purchase, rather than receiving a good of equal monetary worth that they may not value as much. However, there are a number of arguments proposed in favor of in-kind subsidies (see Currie and Gahvari (2008) for an excellent review), which may explain their general persistence worldwide.

17 It is important to note that there are other types of in-kind transfers, such as ones that provide free health products (Cohen and Dupa 2010; Dupas et al. 2013; Ma et al. 2013; Glewwe, Park, and Zhao 2014), prizes or scholarships for school (Berry 2014; Kremer, Miguel, and Thornton 2009), school meals programs (Kazianga, De Walque, and Alderman 2012; Vermeersch and Kremer 2004), public housing (Kling et al. 2004). These programs may also have different aims, such as solving the externality issue in health product take-up. As they are discussed in other chapters in this Handbook, we refrain from discussing them here.
The most cited explanation is that of paternalism: people often have an image of the lazy, out-of-work husband co-opting the family cash and wasting it on alcohol, tobacco and other forms of entertainment, rather than making spending decisions that can improve the family’s living situation or investing in children. Thus, the argument follows that an in-kind subsidy could reduce the husband’s ability to do so, forcing redistribution within the household to the women and children who typically have less household bargaining power. However, others argue that if the in-kind subsidy is infrastructure—-or if it is easy to resell goods—then in-kind subsidies will not alter the household’s consumption bundle, and it is simply a more costly mechanism to redistribute to the poor than cash. The experimental evidence thus far suggests that cash programs do not generate more spending on temptation goods, such as alcohol and tobacco. Nonetheless, in-kind programs are often “sold” as targeted to women and children and thus tend to be more popular among taxpayers who want to ensure that their tax dollars are not wasted, but rather used to “feed children” and reduce social ills such as school dropouts and crime (for example, see de Janvry et al. 1991; Epple and Romano 2008).

A second potential reason to favor in-kind transfers over cash transfers is that they might have lower de-incentive effects on work, and may in fact spur work. A common worry with cash transfers is that they could provide a disincentive to work, particularly if households worry about losing their benefits as their income rises above the eligibility line. It has been argued that in-kind transfer generate fewer labor market distortions, and may in fact be labor market enhancing if the provided good is a complement to work. For example, in areas where productivity is low due to nutritional constraints, a food transfer program could ease this constraint. However, the existing evidence thus far does not imply that cash transfers greatly reduce labor market participation (for example, see Alzúa et al. (2013); Banerjee et al. (2015)), perhaps due to the long duration of benefits and uncertain processes for re-certification observed in many developing countries. Furthermore, the cash transfers may also help ease credit constraints for those engaged in the agricultural sector, increasing the productivity of agricultural labor (Gertler et al. 2012).

A third reason in support of in-kind programs is their self-targeting properties (Besley and Coate 1991; Christian 2014): by providing a good that the poor differentially
value relative to the rich, the poor will apply and the rich will opt out. Again, if money is fully fungible, richer households could simply opt-in and sell these goods for the cash, etc. However, we might expect that transition costs and other constraints would imply that in-kind goods are viewed differently than just pure cash. Note that despite this rationale, many in-kind transfer programs are independently targeted prior to distribution, shutting off a channel through which an in-kind program may generate these types of effects. And, while the non-experimental evidence suggests that in-kind programs are better at selecting the poor (see for example Jacoby (1997)), there is little experimental work that compares the magnitude of its targeting properties against different forms of means-tested cash programs.

A final argument in favor of in-kind transfers comes from the idea of missing markets, i.e. if for some reason the market does not provide the good on its own, just providing cash may not be enough. This may be a particular issue in remote areas where high transport costs discourage the spread of products or in disaster or war zones, where food and other products may be in short supply.

2. Evaluating In-Kind Programs

One can evaluate an in-kind transfer program in a manner similar to evaluating a cash program, i.e. randomize some areas to receive in-kind transfers (treatment group) and others to not (control group). Then one can collect data to understand if poor households were indeed properly targeted and whether or not they were able to access their entitlement or subsidized products.

However, unlike pure redistributive programs, one may also want to understand whether the theoretical behavioral constraint actually exists, as well as whether the behavioral change that one aimed to induce has occurred. As such, there are two other design features to consider. First, while an evaluation of a redistributive program would be focused on collecting variables to determine whether or not the redistribution has successfully occurred, an evaluation of an in-kind program would additionally require collecting variables to test for the hypothesized behavioral changes.
For example, in evaluating a food transfer program, if the goal is to increase food consumption for children, one would care about collecting detailed modules on food and calories consumed, as well as health indicators for children. However, note two important caveats of this data collection process. First, as Schady et al. (2008) point out, people may hesitate to provide accurate information on surveys if they believe that the surveys are connected to re-verification for the program. In which case, one may want to collect variables that are easier to verify: assets that one can observe, vaccination records on a card, body mass index (BMI) and other anthropometric variables to assess the health status of children, etc. Second, as the transfer program may be designed to address a number of behavioral changes, one worry is that in collecting many different variables, we would find some significant impacts just by chance. Thus, one might want to pre-specify some of the key hypotheses and outcome variables in advance (Miguel et al. 2014; Olken 2015).

Second, and perhaps more important, one may also want to consider evaluation strategies that isolate the behavioral constraint. The basic RCT described above comparing the effect of a specific program against control areas that do not receive any assistance is important for understanding total program effects, but it does not tell us how the particular constraint (e.g. providing rice versus cash) affects the observed outcomes. Understanding the relevance of specific behavioral constraints can be important, if they imply specific changes to program design.

Therefore, comparing in-kind transfer programs to cash transfer programs can provide useful insights into whether or not constraining behavior is welfare improving. For example, Aker (2014) explores the effect of cash versus food vouchers for displaced households living in an informal camp in the Congo, and shows that the level of food consumption was the same regardless of the mechanism since voucher households simply bought food that is relatively easy to sell (e.g. salt). Similarly, the Mexican government took advantage of multiple treatment arms to measure both the effect of in-kind programs to cash, and to doing nothing at all. Specifically, they compared three treatments: (1) an in-kind transfer program that gave households 10 different items of food (2) a cash transfer
intended to be of equivalent value (3) a control group that did not receive transfers.\textsuperscript{18} While the in-kind program distorted consumption of some individual types of food (Cunha, 2012), overall food consumption was similar across both programs (Skoufias et al. 2013) and there was no difference in observed weight among women (Leroy et al. 2013).

Other studies have also collected valuable data that highlight the tradeoffs between programs that may satisfy a society’s specific goal that an in-kind program may be designed to address (e.g. greater food consumption for kids) versus other important social goals. Hidrobo et al. (2014) compare cash, food, food vouchers and a control group in Ecuador and find that all three types of programs improve per capita food consumption and caloric intake. However, while food and food vouchers increase calories and diet diversity a bit more relative to cash, the cash program is much easier and cheaper to implement, which may be of real concern for countries with weaker institutional quality.\textsuperscript{19}

Similarly, Hoddinott et al. (2014) compare cash versus food transfers in Niger and find that the food transfer program had a larger effect on food consumption and diet variety than cash. However, households were not wasting the funds on temptation goods such as alcohol; they used cash to invest in greater agricultural inputs. Thus, using their estimates, one can think about how to model the tradeoff between the additional utility households receive from spending as they choose, relative to society’s utility from the shift in food consumption.

In short, the theory suggested that food, cash and vouchers could have different effects on household outcomes, but the existing evidence mostly shows that this did not materialize in practice—likely because the particular items of food distributed in these contexts were infra-marginal.

\section*{B. Adding Conditions to Incentivize Behavior}

\textsuperscript{18} Note that a particular challenge is ensuring that the in-kind transfer is equivalent to the cash transfer. For example, in the PAL program, the value of the food transfer was 30 percent more than the cash treatment, since the food basket was based on wholesale prices to the government rather than the prices that consumer pay. See Cunha, 2012 for a discussion of how to make them ex-post equivalent.

\textsuperscript{19} In an interesting follow-up paper to this experiment, Hidrobo, Peterman and Heise (2013) shows that transfers (irrespective of whether food, cash or vouchers) reduce intimate partner violence.
Since the 1990s, it has been increasingly common for many developing country transfer programs to layer a level of “conditionality” onto redistributive transfer programs, e.g. requiring children to go to school and get health checkups for the family to receive its full transfer. The conditions usually aim to correct an underinvestment in the family’s wellbeing that stems from some sort of market failure within the household—parents not internalizing their children’s full returns to school, the family not internalizing the benefits of vaccination for society, etc.

Conditional cash transfer programs (CCT) worldwide have been studied by randomized control trials—from Mexico’s Progressa/Oportunidades to the Philippines’ Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino Program (PPPP)—showing important effects. As with the other programs we have discussed, one can evaluate CCTs by simply randomizing areas to receive or not receive the CCT and then studying the outcomes; this tells us the reduced form effect of having the program relative to no program. In doing so, many of the issues that we have raised above—what data to collect and when, how to target, etc.—would thus be important to think about in this context as well.

However, given the unique nature of the CCT in attempting to correct an investment failure within the family—in addition to redistributing to poor households—more sophisticated analysis can be done to better understand the role of the conditions on household behavior. Below, we discuss three key questions that experimentation can help shed light on: (1) What is the impact of the conditions relative to basic redistributive programs?; (2) What should the conditions be?; and finally, (3) How do we enforce them?

1. Evaluating Conditions relative to Basic Redistributive Programs

Evaluations that test a conditional transfer versus no program have difficulty teasing apart the conditionality mechanism from the liquidity or income effect of the transfer itself. Whether to include conditions in a cash transfer program is an essential design decision. Conditions require a budget to fund them and staff to enforce them. They may also generate selection effects on who chooses to participate.

To isolate the effects of the conditionality, a simple experimental design would have one treatment with a conditional cash transfer, a second treatment with unconditional cash
transfers, and a control. Thus the second treatment group generates a pure income effect, which allows one to learn whether the conditionality changes behavior, or whether the CCT changed behavior simply through its income effect.

This is the approach taken by Baird, McIntosh and Özer (2011) in the Zomba Cash Transfer Program in Malawi. The CCTs performed better at inducing the desired behavior: school dropout rates were lower in the CCT arm than the UCT arm and persisted beyond the program’s end. Moreover, attendance rates improved and cognitive ability, mathematics, and English reading comprehension test scores increased for the CCT arm, but not the UCT arm. Thus, the conditions had effects on households above and beyond just providing cash. However, the UCT arm had significantly lower marriage and pregnancy rates. This initially may feel like a counter-intuitive result since schooling is thought to postpone marriage and lower pregnancy rates. However, the UCT is provided to households even if the teenage girls do not attend school, whereas only those who attend school receive the CCT. Thus, the effect on marriage will depend largely on the relative size of two groups, the group of households that does not attend school under either the UCT or CCT, compared to the group of households that attends school under the CCT but not the UCT. If the income effect on marriage and pregnancy in the first group is large enough (Duflo, Dupas, and Kremer 2010; Ferre 2009; Osili and Long 2008; Ozier 2011), the UCT will lead to, on net, lower marriage and pregnancy rates. The authors of the Malawi study found this to be true. This dynamic illustrates that the conditions themselves can reduce redistributive aid to the poor—and any associated benefits of the aid—by changing who participates in the program. And, it reinforces the need for careful data collection on ancillary outcomes—e.g. in this case, marriage and pregnancy—in order to understand the full set of mechanisms through which a program works so that policy-makers can better understand the tradeoffs that they would make by implementing one program over another.

Further insights on the tradeoff between a UCT and a CCT can come through examining what beneficiaries would choose, given a choice. Most programs naturally do not provide such a choice, but providing a choice in an experimental context can help offer insights into which programs would yield higher utility to citizens. For example, individuals
could use the conditions in the CCT to generate a personal or family commitment device to engage in future behavior. If respondents were to opt-in to such a CCT over a UCT, this is strong evidence of either individual demand for a commitment device (Ashraf, Karlan, and Yin 2006; Bryan, Karlan, and Nelson 2010) or of demand due to family conflict over education or health decisions. Similarly, in Brazil, researchers examined households that were given a choice between a UCT and a CCT on school attendance, and also tested a sub-treatment within the UCT in which households were informed of whether the children were attending school or not (Bursztyn and Coffman 2012). The parents exhibited a strong preference for the CCT, unless the UCT included monitoring of their children’s school attendance, in which case they were content with the UCT. These preferences lend important insight into the underlying mechanisms of the CCT, and suggest that the conditionality in this context was simply a tool for parents to better monitor children. Thus, interventions that improve monitoring and communications between schools and parents may be a better solution than the complicated nature of CCTs over UCTs.

2. Which Conditions should be Imposed?
Policy-makers have to make choices about what conditions to impose: adding conditions adds additional costs of monitoring and as we discuss above can have important implications on who participates in programs, potentially screening out the very people whom you want to reach. Thus, experimentation can also help along this dimension, helping to determine which conditions are more impactful and worth focusing on.

In doing so, it is more complicated than just choosing to condition on a single factor, say “schooling.” The structure is also important: conditions can be imposed on inputs or activities (e.g. attendance of children) or outcomes (e.g. test scores) or both. And then, the payment structure must also be defined. For example, Barrera-Osorio et al. (2011) show that whether you simply condition a monthly payment by attendance, or hold back part of the payment and provide it only if the child re-enrolls in school, can affect schooling outcomes.

Another type of structure provides conditions for participation, but does not financially penalize households if they do not meet them. Thus, this structure essentially
provides households with a “nudge.” For example, comparing a CCT with a cash transfer program that was “labeled” for schooling (LCT), Benhassine et al. (2015) show that both types of programs improved school participation relative to the control group, but they were not statistically different from each other. The conditionality costs more to implement, and so was more expensive relative to the LCT.

As we discussed above, applying conditions may lead to a tradeoff between the goals of the conditions and the initial goal of redistribution. One legitimate worry is that certain types of conditions may discourage poor households from applying since they find some of conditions too onerous to comply with, thus diminishing the ultimate redistributive goal of these programs. For example, in areas with strong cultural beliefs against vaccines, would requiring vaccines for children reduce the probability that the poorest households participate in the program? One can imagine extensions of the CCT literature with randomization not only for whether the program has conditions, but also for the types of conditions in different areas—measuring not only the effect on recipients, but also the effect on who applies for the programs and how well the implementers can realistically enforce them.

3. Enforcing the Conditions
The enforcement of the conditionality is critical to examine. Without the enforcement, the program is perhaps theoretically equivalent to an unconditional cash transfer. Politics at the policy level, and corruption at the implementation level, both can lead to de facto removal of the conditionality. This occurred, for example, in Ecuador with the Bono de Desarrollo Humano (BDH) program. An evaluation of the program thus analyzes the results as if the program is an unconditional cash transfer (Fernald and Hidrobo 2011; Paxson and Schady 2010). However, a CCT program that fails to enforce may ultimately generate a different behavioral response than just a pure UCT. For example, in the Ecuador case, many households believed that the funds were indeed conditional, even though in reality they were not.

Enforcement of conditions is an area worthy of further research, but it is not obvious this is appropriate randomized trial territory. While one could randomize the
enforcement of the program, in an approach similar to what Olken (2007) uses for road building, the political environment that led a government to fail to enforce the conditions may matter, and it may be that merely randomizing enforcement in one setting does provide insights to settings in which enforcement is not viable for political or social reasons. The reason for lack of enforcement is important, and cannot be simulated merely through randomization. For example, lack of viability of enforcement could be driven by constituent expectations, local social norms (which both drive the level of enforcement and the treatment effect of the program), or simultaneous policies that interact with the treatment effects of the transfer program.

However, an unenforced condition may be similar to a suggestion or a “nudge.” For example, an unenforced condition of school attendance may serve a similar role as the government merely labelling a transfer as an “education support program.” Benhassine et al. (2015) examines this question by designing a two-pronged experiment: conditional cash transfer versus labelled cash transfer (those two prongs were crossed with a household structure test, providing the program to mothers versus fathers). In order to understand the underlying mechanisms, the study collected data on process changes and also used a multi-armed experimental design. For example, to understand if the conditionality (or labelling) leads to changes by signaling information about returns to education, researchers collected data on parental beliefs about returns to education (no change was found). Attendance (conditional on enrollment) increased after CCTs and LCTs, leading to an increase in time spent studying, at school, and traveling to school and a decrease in leisure and productive labor (but not a decrease in chores); this suggests the barrier to schooling was due more to a lack of student interest (thus drawing a similar conclusion on mechanisms as the Brazilian study above (Bursztyn and Coffman 2012). The multi-arm experimental design then tested explicitly the marginal benefit of the condition, over and beyond a merely labeled transfer, and the study found no additive effect beyond the label.

V. Market Failures Preventing Asset Accumulation

Most of the issues we discussed thus far focus on providing short-term relief through redistributive aid or insurance to households, with some programs paying attention to
ensuring that the money is spent on goods and services that benefit households in ways beyond an increase in cash or liquidity. However, certain forms of anti-poverty programs also aim to address underlying mechanisms that may be creating poverty traps in order to improve long-term income for the poor, or to provide mechanisms for individuals to build long-term financial assets for when they are elderly. These are, indeed, more complicated challenges: if the underlying market frictions are beyond credit and savings market constraints, then the solution will require more than redistribution. If redistribution alone is employed, it may provide important short-run benefits, but may ultimately act as more of a band aid on immediate symptoms without helping individuals achieve a sustained increase in income.

A. Building Productive Assets

For the past thirty years, microcredit has been a leading development policy in the fight to reduce poverty. Unfortunately, seven recent randomized trials have shown that microcredit, while it does provide important benefits, does not improve long term income, on average, for participants in its current form (for a review, see Banerjee, Karlan, and Zinman 2015; the seven randomized trials are Angelucci, Karlan, and Zinman 2015; Attanasio et al. 2015; Augsburg et al. 2015; Banerjee et al. 2015; Crépon et al. 2015; Karlan and Zinman 2011; Tarozzi, Desai, and Johnson 2015). In addition, Meager (2015) aggregates the microdata across these studies, and uses Bayesian hierarchical models to show that the effect of microcredit on household profits is likely very small and that the effects from each individual study site are reasonably informative for each other. This suggests that either credit constraints are not driving stagnated growth for the poor, the current designs of microcredit programs do not fully address credit constraints, or microcredit may not work without changes in other conditions that also generate market failures for the poor. Multi-site studies provide tremendous opportunities for such analysis, e.g. through building more robust theories and then examining, using appropriate statistical tools, how well results from multiple sites fit broad theoretical frameworks.

Note that this lesson was only learned by running similar experiments across different project sites and countries, showing how valuable replication studies can be in changing perspective.
Indeed, the poor do face multiple failures at the same time that may hinder long-run investment and income growth. But, we typically observe programs tackling one problem at a time, rather than a coordinated system. Poverty alleviation policy, as with many government programs, often operates in silos. One silo, described above and typically managed under the umbrella of “social protection,” focuses on redistribution policies through either conditional or unconditional cash transfers. A second silo, often managed under the ministries of trade or agriculture, focuses on livelihood support, such as the transfer or a productive asset or agricultural input, alongside some training. A third silo, financial inclusion, is often administered through for-profit or nonprofit (and sometimes subsidized) financial institutions. But, naturally, the causes of poverty may be multifaceted. Thus, uncoordinated programs across different ministries may fail to provide the right bundle of interventions that a household would need to improve their living standard. This lack of coordination in itself poses an interesting research agenda to understand the impacts of these multi-approach programs.

One recent example of such a program is the “Graduation” approach—an integrated, multi-faceted program with livelihood promotion at its core that aims to “graduate” individuals out of extreme poverty and onto a long-term, sustainable higher consumption path. BRAC, the world’s largest nongovernmental organization, has scaled-up this program in Bangladesh (Bandiera et al. 2016), while NGOs around the world have engaged in similar livelihood-based efforts. Six randomized trials across the world (Ethiopia, Ghana, Honduras, India, Pakistan, and Peru) found that the integrated multi-faceted program was “sufficient” to increase long-term income, where long-term is defined as three years after the productive asset transfer Banerjee et al. (2015). The results from the pooled analysis across all six countries found that the program led to sustainable and significant impacts in 10 out of 10 categories of impact. Using an index approach to account for multiple hypotheses testing, positive impacts were found for consumption, income and revenue, asset wealth, food security, financial inclusion, physical health, mental health, labor supply, political involvement and women’s decision-making after two years. After a third year, the results remained the same in 8 out of 10 outcome categories (with point estimates falling to below statistical significance for physical health and women’s empowerment).
Furthermore, the West Bengal site found even larger treatment effects after seven years (A. Banerjee et al. 2016). The pattern of results are strikingly similar to the Bangladesh study (Bandiera et al. 2016).

These results are promising in that they show that a sufficient set of interventions is capable of alleviating poverty sustainably and are thus important for policy. They should whet the appetite, both for a more theoretically grounded understanding of exactly which market failures led to a poverty trap, as well as a more practically grounded understanding of whether all of the interventions were truly necessary or if certain components could be removed. In the event that some components are unnecessary, costs could be lowered considerably, allowing the program to reach more people using the same budget. Returning to the theme of this paper, there are two complementary methods to tackle testing the important mechanisms behind the theory, and success or failure, of these programs: data and experimental design.

The ideal method, if unconstrained by budget and organizational constraints, is a complex experimental design that randomizes all permutations of each component. The productive asset transfer, if the only issue were a credit market failure, may have been sufficient to generate these results, and if no other component enabled an individual to accumulate sufficient capital to acquire the asset, the transfer alone may have been a necessary component. The savings component on the other hand may have been a substitute for the productive asset transfer, by lowering transaction costs to save and serving as a behavioral intervention which facilitated staying on task to accumulate savings. Clearly it is not realistic in one setting to test the necessity or sufficiency of each component, and interaction across components: Even if treated simplistically with each component either present or not, this would imply $2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 2 = 16$ experimental groups.

Data can also provide important insights, even absent experimental design variation. Take the savings component, for example. For the savings component to be either a necessary or sufficient component, presumably an increase in the flow of savings must be observed (but not necessarily the stock, since withdrawals for investment purposes may bring the stock back down). The evidence from the Graduation programs shows widely varying impacts on savings, far more than the results of the program itself.
For example, in the most extreme case, savings increased in Ethiopia by Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) US$707, compared to only PPP US$17 in Ghana. This suggests that savings may be an important component, but is neither a necessary nor sufficient component for some level of success.

Several studies have tackled pieces of the puzzle, and the way forward is clearly going to be the development of a mosaic, rather than any one definitive study that both tests each component and also includes sufficient contextual and market variations that it can help set policy for a myriad of countries and populations. For example, in a post-conflict setting in Uganda, a NGO-led program provided youth groups with training and cash (US$150) towards non-agricultural self-employment activity and found a 57% increase in business assets, 17% increase in work hours, and 38% increase in earnings four years after the cash grants (Blattman, Fiala, and Martinez 2014). This program differs from the above mentioned Graduation programs in three potentially important and illuminating dimensions: post-conflict versus non post-conflict, youth versus general population of the extreme poor, group-level intervention versus household-level, and no inclusion of ancillary components such as life coaching, savings, and health care. The first two differences speak to the applicability of the program to alternative sample frames and settings, whereas the third and fourth program variations, suggest that either the driver of the impact of the program lies with the cash grants and training not the other components, or that the group-level aspect improves the impact and effectively substitutes for the other components.

A second study in Uganda sheds insight into the value of the group-level intervention, as it randomly varies the group aspect of the intervention, as well as the intensity of supervision (Blattman et al. 2014). These programs, as with the above Uganda program, differ from the Graduation studies in that they do not include savings, health and life coaching components, and are focused on enterprise development (rather than animal husbandry, the dominant livelihood in the Graduation studies).

21 Although note that the Ethiopia program design included a much stronger push for savings than the other programs, with savings put forward as almost a “mandatory” component, even though there was no consequence if households did not save.
Thus, the initial studies above have established a base case, that there exists a sufficient intervention package that increases long-term income. We highlight four lines of inquiry to understand more about the underlying mechanisms. First, long-term impacts are critical for assessing whether the short-run interventions actually addressed the underlying problems, or rather just lasted a bit longer than a cash transfer. For example, Graduation programs typically last two years while the Graduation studies cited above measured impacts three years after the assets were transferred. If the household visits were a critical component in driving the observed impacts, longer-term measurement would be important, to assess whether the behavioral changes motivated by the household visits persisted for more than just one year after the household visits ceased.

Second, as some of the studies above have begun to do, more work is needed to tease apart the different components: asset transfer (addresses capital market failures), savings account (lowers savings transaction fee), information (addresses information failures), life-coaching (addresses behavioral constraints, and perhaps changes expectations and beliefs about possible return on investment), health services and information (addresses health market failures), consumption support (addresses nutrition-based poverty traps), etc. There will be no simple answer to the above queries, but further work can help isolate the conditions under which each of these components should be deemed necessary to address. And furthermore, for several of these questions, there are key open issues for how to address them; for example, life-coaching can take on an infinite number of manifestations. Some organizations conduct life-coaching through religion, others through interactive problem-solving, and others through psychotherapy approaches (Bolton et al. 2003; Bolton et al. 2007; Patel et al. 2010). Much remains to be learned not just about the promise of such life-coaching components, but how to make them work (if they work at all).

Third, general equilibrium effects should be considered, particularly as the programs are taken to scale. Here, the first task is to be more specific in data collection, as general equilibrium effects encompass a wide variety of indirect effects, such as price of transferred assets; spillovers from explicit sharing of granted resources; and increased economic activity from increasing the poor’s wealth. A typical experimental design would
either randomize across and within villages (assuming that the village is the boundary for generating general equilibrium effects), or for some issues, examining spillovers to non-participants in treatment versus control (as in Angelucci and De Giorgi 2009).

Fourth, important lessons can be learned from understanding the consumption path taken by households after participating in these programs. The Graduation program for example found important and cost-effective, but still modest, increases in long-term consumption. This finding suggests that households are not caught in an extreme poverty trap, where one simply needs to get households over a particular hump and they will immediately converge to the equivalent of the middle class. Further work is needed to understand the long-term dynamics of such programs and what can be done to further increase income mobility.

B. Building Long-Term Financial Assets - Pensions
Non-contributory pension programs are an important form of social protection in many developing countries—such as Brazil, South Africa, India, etc.—, and given the shift in demographics and the risk of poverty for the elderly (UNDESA 2013) they are likely to grow in importance. The programs vary in shape and form: Rofman et al. (2015) compare pension programs across 14 different Latin American countries, showing differences in payment sizes, in timing of payment, in whether the pensions are targeted, etc. While to the best of our knowledge there are few experimental studies of pension programs in developing countries, RCTs can help us understand how differences in these design choices affect the labor market choices of working-age adults, retirement age, saving patterns, and how funds are used within the household.

VI. Ideas Only Go So Far: Implementation Matters Too
A transfer program may look like a winner on paper, but may be a total flop in practice if the implementation is haphazard. Some of this may be purely administrative, e.g., ensuring that the right number of staff is hired, and that they are properly trained and motivated.

---

22 Although as of the time of this chapter, there are several exciting ongoing studies in Chile and India.
This may require incentives to not shirk on the job, as well as to not engage in bad behaviors, e.g. siphon off funds or food, or reallocate the funds to friends or political supporters rather than those who are most in need.

Therefore, in designing randomized evaluations of anti-poverty programs, it is also important to think about whether, theoretically, a particular aspect of the implementation is likely to be particularly vulnerable to problems. There are two types of variations one can think about: (1) evaluations that vary the underlying structure of the program (2) evaluations that layer on complementary actions that can be undertaken to improve program implementation given a fixed program design.

Experimentally varying the core elements of the underlying structure of a program is challenging, especially if aspects of the program have been written into law. However, the details of the underlying structure—from who should implement the program to how one should make the transfers—may matter tremendously, affecting the level of leakages and corruption, the targeting, the costs for beneficiaries to access the program, and potentially how beneficiaries spend their entitlements. For example, there is extensive work, in general, exploring how officials’ incentives affect their work output, but to our knowledge less work on how the incentives provided to officials affects transfer program delivery. Similarly, there is a strain of research that shows that the type of person recruited may affect government efficiency (see, for example, recent empirical evidence from Ashraf et al. 2014; Hanna and Wang 2014), but less specifically on how changing who is selected to implement transfer programs affects the ultimate outcomes of households. For future research, one could vary the salary and incentive structure (amount and conditions) for current workers—and during the recruitment of new workers—to explore how it affects targeting and delivery.

One important question is whether governments should even directly implement these programs, or whether they should contract out delivery mechanisms. Banerjee et al. (2014) experimentally vary whether local officials distribute a government-run subsidized rice program or whether private citizens also bid for the right to run the program. They find that the bidding reduces the price-markup that citizens pay, without reducing quality. Follow-up work can include testing out different ways of contracting out, from changing
who is eligible to bid to how the bidding process occurs to how new implementers are re-evaluated. Moreover, the bidding process in that paper focuses on local government provision (i.e. at the village level). Future research could also help shed light on whether the procurement process should be done at that local level where individuals possess local information about how to get things done in that village, or should it be done at a higher level of government (e.g. district or province level) where one may also benefit from economies of scale.

A nice series of recent papers tests whether the nature of the delivery mechanism in itself affects outcomes. For example, Aker et al. (2011) experimentally test for the impact of providing cash versus mobile money in a short-run transfer program in Niger. An innovative feature of their experimental design was to also have a treatment group that simply got cash and a cell phone, to net out potential effects of a having a cell phone more generally from mobile money. Mobile money not only reduced the non-profit’s distribution costs, but it also reduced the households’ costs to pick up their entitlement. This second feature of mobile money many be particularly important if we believe high transaction costs induce beneficiary households “leave money” on the table (Currie and Gahvari 2008). Importantly, they also showed that spending patterns changed due to mobile money, hypothesizing that it also conferred greater privacy over one’s finances. Further testing these mechanisms in the context of larger government programs to understand longer-run effects would be an important extension of this work: For example, would the ease and potential secrecy of payments attract richer people to apply for these types of transfer programs? In the long-run, would local officials who may have previously siphoned off cash during disbursements find other ways to “tax” citizens who now receive cash directly via mobile money?

An ambitious project by Muralidharan et al. (2014) also aims to address some of these types of questions. They evaluated the impact of biometrically-authenticated payments infrastructure (“Smartcards”) on beneficiaries of employment (NREGS) and pension (SSP) programs in Andhra Pradesh, India. The smart cards changed both how households collected their payments, as well as who was in charge of the cash distribution (as banks and technology service providers managed the new cash disbursal system).
state was rolling out the program across its 158 sub-districts, so the authors randomized which sub-districts were converted first. Following the introduction of the program, not only did the time it took beneficiaries to collect a payment fall, but the delay in receiving the payment was reduced by almost 30 percent. The ease of payment induced households to actually work more. Households, thus, earned more, while payments to officials remained the same—hence, leakages fell quite dramatically. Similarly, an RCT conducted by Banerjee et al. (2014) shows that by simply asking local officials to input all of the names of the people who participated in NREGA into a database system in order to receive the funds transfer—i.e. increasing informational requirements for releasing funds and reducing the administrative tiers in the flow of funds process—led to a stark decline in leakages of public transfers, with no corresponding decrease in actual NREGA work.

Experimentally testing complementary programs that are layered on top of existing programs can also be important in improving the delivery of social protection programs. These programs do not necessarily require changing the existing program rules or functioning, but instead provide additional information or services to help citizens better access their entitlements. For example, one could test how increased information on eligibility and program rules affects overall program leakages. Ravallion et al. (2013) do this: they experimentally vary whether beneficiaries see a half hour video on their entitlements under NREGA. They show that this form of information has very little impact on employment. Given that the form and level of information may matter, one may also test between varying types of information: for example, Banerjee et al. (2014) show that a card that informs households of their eligible status and entitlements reduces leakages in a subsidized rice program, and that making the card information public within the village has even larger impacts. Moreover, one can imagine experiments designed to test how providing households with direct help with their paperwork when applying affects who enrolls.

Questions about implementation at scale also relate to critical questions about the role of randomized trials given how they are often conducted in developing countries. For example, there is a broader debate about whether we would observe similar program results in NGO and government settings, given differences in implementation capacity
between two (see, for example Bold et al. 2013; Dhaliwal and Hanna 2014). Of course, if one is evaluating a program with an NGO that will be scaled up by that NGO or similar ones, we may not particularly care if the program would look different if run by the government. However, often times we may also want to understand how evaluations with NGOs would differ in government and vice versa. Naturally, the fundamental problem here is of generalizability and sample size: a comparison of any one NGO to any one government only compares that NGO to that government. NGOs are not a monolithic set of institutions, and neither are governments. Thus it may be wrong to ask whether a government is better, or worse, at implementing than an NGO, and be more appropriate to ask whether “an” institution with certain specific characteristics or in certain specific cultural or political environments will be better at implementing than an institution with a different set of specific characteristics or environmental factors.

Treatment effects may depend on institutional type (government or NGO) for two broad reasons: behavioral responses and implementation efficiency. In terms of behavioral responses, treatment effects may depend upon the legitimacy of who delivers the program. In the specific case of social protection programs, how we expect households to respond to a particular transfer of food or cash is unlikely to change based on who is distributing it. But, how people respond to the specifics of the program may matter. For example, in the study in Morocco with labeled cash transfers (Benhassine et al. 2015), it could be that such labels only work from trusted and well-known institutions. Again, this is less of an issue over whether the NGO or government is delivering the service, but about the overall level of legitimacy of the institution. Thus, one interesting design would be to see if the response to the nudges changes when households are randomized to receive more or less information on how legitimate the organization has been in implementing these programs in the past.

In terms of implementation efficiency, one can also imagine that different types of organizations may have different strengths and weaknesses in terms of the types of programs that they can deliver. Suppose, for example, that citizens would be indifferent between cash and an in-kind transfer if both were implemented perfectly. However, one type of organization has strength in reducing the leakages in the delivery of cash relative to
a second organization, and the second organization is better at reducing leakages in the in-kind transfer. Thus, citizens would ultimately prefer different types of transfers from different types of organizations due to the relative differences in leakages. Again, this preference may be symptomatic of a difference between government and an NGO, but speaks to larger differences in the relative implementation abilities of different organizations and how can one improve upon their weaknesses.

VII. Conclusion: Key Areas for Further Work
Since the innovative and instrumental randomized evaluation of Progresa in Mexico, there has been a burst of important and exciting experiments in this area. This has greatly informed our understanding of what can “work” in trying to redistribute to the poor, as well as what can reduce both behavioral constraints and market failures.

So, then the question becomes, where should we focus our research efforts next? We highlight three areas for further work, aside from those discussed above: interactions of demand and supply, long-term effects, and general equilibrium effects.

A. Key Areas for Further Work
1. Interactions of Demand and Supply
A vital question is how transfer programs work across different contexts. For example, Galiani and McEwan (2013) document that the effect of the Honduran PRAF CCT program was much larger in the two poorest strata, with the effect not being statistically significant in the three richer areas.

This question is similar to the one at the center of the debate over who implements (e.g. a non-profit or government): if one wants to understand how a program will work in a specific context, we may not care whether the evaluation findings are portable to another context. But, if we want to understand whether a program would have similar results in another area, or if the results will change with policy changes in the current area, it is important to understand how the theoretically important underlying features of an area impact outcomes.
More broadly, there are lots of unanswered questions about the interaction of transfer programs with existing conditions, particularly supply-side conditions: for example, how does school quality or health care availability affect the adherence to CCT conditions? Do food or other in-kind transfers work better than cash in areas with more limited food supplies? Do transfers facilitate access to finance by reducing risk to lenders? And so forth.

To answer these kinds of questions, one would ideally not only vary the introduction of a transfer program, but would also cross this with an experimental change in a supply side feature. For example, to isolate how increased health care availability affects the adherence to CCT health conditions, one would randomize areas to four treatments: a pure control, CCT only, an increase in nurses only, and CCT and an increase in nurses.

An extension of this would be to test the effectiveness of different types of transfer programs under different conditions: for example, we might think that a UCT may be more effective at redistributing to the poor than a CCT in areas where there is limited health availability, since the inability to adhere to the conditions may scare off or reduce payments to the poor. Thus, rather than having just a pure control, one may want to compare CCTs to UCTs across areas with and without the induced increases in nurse availability.

2. Long-Term Effects

There is a tension between trying to measure a program’s long-run impacts versus scaling up a “working” program to the control group. However, long-run impacts are important to measure, especially if there are reasons to believe that a program’s impacts may evolve differently as time goes on (and potentially have general equilibrium effects as we discuss below).

For example, while we know quite a bit about the short-run impacts of different targeting methods, we know less about their relative long-run effects. Using quasi-experimental variation, Camacho and Conover (2011) show that Colombia’s targeting system was manipulated over time, as local officials better learned the rules of the game.
One can imagine experimentally varying different targeting methods across different locations, and then repeating the same method in each respective location during the recertification process, to determine whether the relative efficacy of different methods change as both households and officials learn the systems over time.

Similarly, there are many questions about the long-run impacts of the transfers themselves: What happens to households after the transfers are complete? For example, did CCTs achieve the goal of changing the outcomes the next generation, i.e. did the children who attended school for longer, or had improved test scores, ultimately do better in the labor market? In the case of the Graduation studies discussed above, the Bangladesh and West Bengal, India sites have followed households for seven years, and found that the positive treatment effects increased from three to seven years (A. Banerjee et al. 2016).

3. General Equilibrium Effects

With relatively large sums being distributed, anti-poverty programs may have broader effects than one initially expects, with these effects being potentially quite large. These effects can take various forms. Anti-poverty programs can affect insurance and lending markets within villages (Angelucci and de Giorgi 2009), natural resource demand (Gertler et al. 2013; Hanna and Oliva 2015) and labor markets (Muralidharan et al. 2015). Some of the effects could be positive, while others can be negative. While we touched on the idea of general equilibrium effects above, it is important enough of a topic to warrant its own section here.

Importantly, the general equilibrium effects may differ by type of transfers. For example, Cunha et al. (2013) document different effects on prices of consumer goods when villages have been randomized to cash versus in-kind transfer programs, particularly in remote areas. The general equilibrium effects may also vary across contexts: for example, CCTs induce positive peer effects on the schooling outcomes of ineligible children in Mexico’s Progressa (Bobonis and Finan 2009; Lalive and Cattaneo 2009), but no effects on ineligible children in the Honduran PRAF (Galiani and McEwan 2013). At the more extreme, Barrera-Osorio et al. (2011) find negative spillovers: siblings (particularly sisters) of CCT recipients are less likely to attend school and more likely to drop out.
While there have been a few studies, including those discussed above, that have tried to capture broader effects, this is still an area where our understanding is relatively sparse and where there is a need for further research. However, given the multitude of types of general equilibrium effects that may be possible, this is a case where we are particularly worried about multiple hypothesis testing. Careful theory detailing predictions, coupled with pre-specified hypotheses, may be important in building a robust model that successfully predicts outcomes in new settings, thus properly guides policymaking.

Identifying spillover effects should be built into the research plan when plausible and viable. Three basic approaches have been employed: (a) through experimental design: randomizing the density of treatment within a geographic area (or within any unit within which one expects there to be spillovers or general equilibrium effects), (b) through data collection on ineligibles: this is strengthened when combined with the first, but even on its own can shed important insights (Angelucci and de Giorgi 2009), and (c) through data collection on process changes: for example, collecting specific data on informal transfers, credit and savings could identify behaviors that indicate the presence of general equilibrium effects.

**B. Final Thoughts**

Putting these elements together poses its own challenges. Naturally, there is no simple diagnostic that assesses which markets are missing for a society, to then provide an easy prescription for which of the above programs to implement. And, on the other end of the spectrum, it is simply not practical to implement at scale a program that assesses for each individual what constraints they face, and then provides the exact program that targets their particular situation. The policy challenge lies in how to find the policy that balances the operational constraints of scale with the targeting constraints of both identifying the poorest and minimizing the false positives, i.e., policies targeting an issue that are not relevant for a household or community. National social protection strategies should think holistically: how do specific policies interact with each other as either complements or substitutes, what populations are critically missing from existing policies, and how well do
existing policies improve long-term outcomes so as to reduce the eventual tax burden on society.
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